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Abstract
The scalar and vector topological Yang–Mills symmetries on Calabi–Yau man-
ifolds geometrically define consistent sectors of Yang–Mills D = 4, 6 N = 1 super-
symmetry, which fully determine the supersymmetric actions up to twist. For a
CY2 manifold, both N = 1,D = 4 Wess and Zumino and superYang–Mills the-
ory can be reconstructed in this way. A superpotential can be introduced for the
matter sector, as well as the Fayet–Iliopoulos mechanism. For a CY3 manifold,
the N = 1,D = 6 Yang–Mills theory is also obtained, in a twisted form. Putting
these results together with those already known for the D = 4, 8 N = 2 cases,
we conclude that all Yang–Mills supersymmetries with 4, 8 and 16 generators are
determined from topological symmetry on special manifolds.
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1 Introduction
In a recent paper [1], it was shown that the scalar and vectorial topological Yang–Mills
symmetries can be directly constructed, in four and eight dimensions, leading one to
a geometrical definition of a closed off-shell twisted sector of Yang–Mills supersymmet-
ric theories, with 8 and 16 generators, respectively. In fact, both scalar and vectorial
topological symmetries completely determine the supersymmetric theory, (up to a twist
that exists on special manifolds). Basically, the vector symmetry arises when one asso-
ciates reparametrization symmetry and topological symmetry. It is important to work
on manifolds that contain at least one covariantly constant vector. The N = 2 Poincare´
supersymmetry is reached by untwisting the theory in the limit of flat manifolds.
The possibility of directly twisting the N = 1 super Yang–Mills theory in a “mi-
croscopic” TQFT was studied in [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In fact, the full topological symmetry
sAµ = Ψµ +Dµc involves topological ghosts and antighosts, with twice as many degrees
of freedom as there are in the gauge field, so it leads one to N = 2 supersymmetry. To
get the N = 1 supersymmetry algebra in a twisted form, the number of independent
topological transformations must be reduced by half. This leads one to build a TQFT on
a Ka¨hler manifold, such that the gauge field can be splitted in holomorphic and antiholo-
morphic components, A1 = A(0,1) + A(1,0). Only one of the components of A undergoes
topological transformations, with [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]:
sAm = Ψm +Dmc sAm¯ = Dm¯c (1)
This holomorphic symmetry can be interpreted on a Calabi–Yau manifold as the sym-
metry of classical actions, which couple forms B(0,n−2), with only antiholomorphic com-
ponents, to a Yang–Mills curvature F = dA+ A∧A [7]:
I2n =
∫
M2n
Ω(n,0) ∧Tr B(0,n−2) ∧F(0,2) (2)
The BRST-invariant gauge-fixing of such actions provides in a twisted way the N = 1
Wess and Zumino and Yang–Mills models in 4 and 6 dimensions, on Calabi–Yau manifolds
[7].
Here we show that both scalar and vector topological BRST symmetries can be also
geometrically built for the N = 1 supersymmetry, in a way that justifies the choice of
topological gauge functions of [7]. In fact, the various properties ofN = 1 supersymmetry
can be reformulated, in the context of topological symmetry.
Let us briefly summarize the situation for getting the scalar and vector topological
symmetry, and, eventually N = 2 supersymmetry in twisted way. [1] shows that, for
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special manifolds with dimensions 4 or 8 that contain at least one constant vector κ, one
can define an extended horizontality condition with its Bianchi identity, which involves
the (twisted) fields of N = 2 supersymmetry in 4 and 8 dimensions. It reads:
(d+ s+ δ − iκ)
(
A+ c+ |κ|c¯)+ (A+ c+ |κ|c¯)2 = F +Ψ+ g(κ)η + iκχ + Φ+ |κ|2Φ¯
(d+ s+ δ − iκ)
(
F +Ψ+ g(κ)η + iκχ + Φ+ |κ|2Φ¯
)
+ [A+ c+ |κ|c¯ , F +Ψ+ g(κ)η + iκχ + Φ+ |κ|2Φ¯] = 0 (3)
By expansion in form degree and ghost number, both equations define the action of s
and δ on all the fields, with the closure relations1:
s2 = δ2 = 0 {s, δ} = Lκ + δgauge(iκ
◦
A) (4)
The property that s and δ close off-shell on a reparametrization, {s, δ} = Lκ, is at the
heart of the property that the commutator of two supersymmetries is a translation in
the super Poincare´ algebra. In flat space, one defines the twisted scalar supersymmetric
operator Q = sc and the vector supersymmetric operator Qµ from the equivariant vector
operator δc¯ = κ
µQµ, so one has QµQν + QνQµ = 2gµνδgauge(Φ¯) and QµQ + QQµ = Dµ.
We refer to [1] for a detailed explanation of these formula and the twisted fields that
they involve, with their relationship with D = 4, 8 N = 2 Yang–Mills supersymmetry,
and the way reparametrization symmetry is encoded in s and δ.
The aim of this paper is to understand the way the extended horizontality condition
(3) applies to the case of Calabi–Yau manifolds, for reconstructing N = 1 supersymmetry.
In fact, by separation of holomorphic and antiholomorphic sectors, N = 1 supersymme-
try will appear. The relevant information on the Wess and Zumino and Yang–Mills
independent multiplets of D = 4 or D = 6 N = 1 will be obtained as off-shell closed
sectors of the supersymmetry transformation laws. More precisely, the supersymmetry
transformations will be encoded into scalar and vector topological BRST symmetries,
corresponding to 3 (resp. 4) twisted generators in 4 (resp. 6) dimensions. The topolog-
ical construction has the great advantage of purely geometrically determining a closed
sector of the supersymmetric algebra, which is large enough to completely determine
the theory. Furthermore, it determines the Faddeev–Popov ghosts for the supersymme-
try algebra, in a way that is relevant for a control of the covariant gauge-fixing of the
Yang–Mills symmetry.
1
◦
A is a background connection that must be introduced for the sake of global consistency, but can
be chosen equal to zero for trivial vacua.
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2 Holomorphic vector symmetry in four dimensions
2.1 Pure Yang–Mills
We begin from the “semi-horizontality” condition for a Yang–Mills field A and its Faddeev–
Popov ghost c, on a Ka¨hler 2-fold:
(d+ s)
(
A+ c
)
+
(
A+ c
)2
= F +Ψ, (5)
Ψ = Ψmdz
m is the holomorphic 1-form topological ghost. If J is the complex structure
on the manifold, one has JΨ = iΨ, Eq. (5) reproduces the “heterotic” BRST transfor-
mations, Eq. (1), and includes the ghost dependence, with:
sAm=Ψm +Dmc sAm¯=Dm¯c
sΨm=−[c,Ψm] sc=−c2
The Euclidean vector ghost Ψm(zm,zm¯) must be considered as a complex field that counts
for 2 real degrees of freedom in the quantum theory, as it will be explained in section
2.4. To introduce the vector symmetry, we suppose that the manifold contains at least
a covariantly constant antiholomorphic vector κm¯. κ defines the holomorphic 1-form
g(κ) = gmm¯κ
m¯dzm. The norm of κ is |κ|2 = κm¯κ¯m¯ = iκ¯g(κ), where κ¯ is the complex
conjugate of κ. The differential δ will be geometrically constructed, and is somehow the
mirror of s. In flat space, formula must be expanded as series in κm¯. The vector symmetry
operatorQm¯ is then defined by the identification δ+|κ|δgauge(c¯) = κm¯Qm¯, and determines,
together with s+ δgauge(c), the relevant closed sector of N = 1 supersymmetry.
The dual of the “holomorphic” 1-form topological ghost Ψm is made of a pair of a
scalar η and an “antiholomorphic” 2-form χm¯n¯, counting altogether for 2 real degrees of
freedom. c¯ is the Faddeev–Popov antighost. The ghost anti-ghost dependent horizontality
condition that defines both s and δ symmetry is:
(d+ s+ δ − iκ)
(
A + c+ |κ|c¯)+ (A+ c+ |κ|c¯)2 = F +Ψ+ g(κ)η + iκ χ (6)
This gives
sA + dAc=Ψ δA+ dA|κ|c¯= g(κ)η + iκ χ
sc+ c2=0 δ|κ|c¯+ (|κ|c¯)2=0
δc+ s|κ|c¯+ [c, |κ|c¯] = iκ
(
A−
◦
A
)
(7)
One defines the “equivariant” differential sc ≡ s+ δgauge(c) and δc¯ ≡ δ + |κ|δgauge(c¯).
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The property (d+ s+ δ − iκ)2 = 0, is equivalent to the Bianchi identity
(dA + sc + δc¯ − iκ)
(
F +Ψ+ g(κ)η + iκ χ
)
= 0 (8)
The introduction of two scalar fields, b and h allows one to remove the indeterminacy
that occurs in the determination of sc¯ and sη. Eq. (6) and its Bianchi identity (8) provide
by expansion in ghost number and form degree the following BRST transformations:
scAm=Ψm δc¯Am= κmη
scAm¯=0 δc¯Am¯= κ
n¯ χn¯m¯
scΨm=0 δc¯Ψm= κ
n¯Fn¯m − κmh
scη=h δc¯η=0
sch=0 δc¯h= κ
m¯Dm¯η
sc χm¯n¯=Fm¯n¯ δc¯ χm¯n¯=0
(9)
sc=−c2 δc= κm¯(Am¯ − ◦Am¯)− |κ|b
sc¯= b− [c, c¯] δc¯=−|κ| c¯2
sb=−[c, b] δb= κn¯Dn¯c¯
(10)
By construction, one has the required relations:
s2 = 0 δ2 = 0 {s, δ} = Lκ + δgauge(iκ
◦
A) (11)
One has also “equivariant” commutation relations for all fields, but c, c¯ and b:
s2c = 0 δc¯
2 = 0 {sc, δc¯} = Lκ + δgauge(iκA) (12)
The most general δ-closed topological gauge function, which has ghost number −1, is
gauge invariant and gives κ independent renormalizable terms, is:
ΨYM =
∫
M
d4x
√
gTr
(
1
2
χmnFmn + η
(
h + iJmn¯Fmn¯
))
(13)
It defines the ungauge-fixed sc and δc¯ invariant action IYM = sΨYM. Integrating out the
field h gives:
IYM =≈
∫
M
d4x
√
gTr
(
1
2
FmnFmn +
1
4
(
Jmn¯Fmn¯
)2 − χmnDmΨn + ηDmΨm
)
(14)
This is the twisted form of the N = 1 supersymmetric Yang–Mills action, as expressed
in [2].
This invariant action is in fact sδ-exact. One has indeed:
ΨYM = 1(κ·κ¯) δ
∫
M
d4x
√
gTr
(
ηκ¯mΨm + κ¯[mgn]m¯
(
3A[m¯∂mAn] + 2A[m¯AmAn]
))
(15)
The last term is nothing but the Chern–Simon term g(κ¯)
(
AdA+ 2
3
A3
)
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2.2 Wess and Zumino matter multiplet
The matter multiplet is defined from horizontality conditions, for both f extended fields
ψ¯m¯dz
m¯+φ and 1
2
χ¯mndz
m
∧dz
n+κmdz
mφ¯. χ¯ is a “holomorphic” 2-form, ψ¯ a “antiholomor-
phic” 1-form, and φ and φ¯ two scalars. These fields are valued in an arbitrarily given
gauge group representation. The horizontality conditions and Bianchi identities are:
(∂¯A + sc + δc¯ − iκ)
(
ψ¯ + φ
)
= ∂¯Aψ¯ + iκB
(dA + sc + δc¯ − iκ)
(
χ¯+ g(κ)φ¯
)
= ∂¯Aχ¯ + T − g(κ)
(
∂¯Aφ¯+ η¯
)
(∂¯A + sc + δc¯ − iκ)
(
∂¯Aψ¯ + iκB
)
=
(
F(0,2) + iκ χ
)(
ψ¯ + φ
)
(16)
(dA + sc + δc¯ − iκ)
(
∂¯Aχ¯+ T − g(κ)
(
∂¯Aφ¯+ η¯
))
=
(
F +Ψ+ g(κ)η + iκ χ
)(
χ¯+ g(κ)φ¯
)
The gauge field A obeys the same equations as defined in the previous section. This gives
the following BRST transformations:
scψ¯m¯=−Dm¯φ δc¯ψ¯m¯=κn¯Bn¯m¯
scφ=0 δc¯φ=−κm¯ψ¯m¯
scBm¯n¯=2D[m¯ψ¯n¯] + χm¯n¯φ δc¯Bm¯n¯=0
scχ¯mn= Tmn δc¯χ¯mn=2κ[mDn]φ¯
scTmn=0 δc¯Tmn=κ
p¯Dp¯χ¯mn − 2κ[mDn]η¯ − 2κ[mΨn]φ¯
scφ¯= η¯ δc¯φ¯=0
scη¯=0 δc¯η¯=κ
m¯Dm¯φ¯
(17)
They represent the twisted scalar and vector supersymmetric transformations for a Wess
and Zumino multiplet.
For a general simple non Abelian gauge group, the δ invariance uniquely determines
the most general renormalizable and κ independent topological gauge function with ghost
number -1 ,ΨMatter, as follows2:
IMatter = sΨMatter, ΨMatter =
∫
M
d4x
√
g
(
1
2
χ¯m¯n¯Bm¯n¯ + φ¯Dmψ¯
m + φηφ¯
)
(18)
The δ-closed gauge function ΨMatter turns out to be δ-exact:
ΨMatter = 1(κ¯·κ) δ
∫
M
d4x
√
g
(
κ¯m¯ψ¯n¯χ¯
m¯n¯ + κ¯mφDmφ¯
)
(19)
When on computes IMatter = sΨMatter, one sees that Tmn and Bm¯n¯ identify thereself as
both scalar auxiliary fields of the Wess and Zumino multiplet.
2We do not write explicitly the sum over the index of the matter representation, so that, one has for
instance φφ¯ ≡∑A φAφ¯A
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If one combines this result with that of section 2.1, one finds that the complete su-
persymmetric action for a matter field coupled to the Yang–Mills theory can be obtained
by adding both gauge functions. Let tα be the generators of the Lie algebra of the gauge
group for the matter representation. The scale factor between the Yang–Mills and the
matter gauge functions can be included in the definition of the trace. After integration
of the fields h, T and B, the action is :
IYM+Matter ≈
∫
M
d4x
√
g
(
Tr
(
1
2
FmnFmn +
1
4
(
Jmn¯Fmn¯
)2 − χmnDmΨn + ηDmΨm
)
+
(
η¯Dmψ¯
m − χ¯m¯n¯Dm¯ψ¯n¯ − 1
2
φ¯
(
DmD
m +DmDm
)
φ
− 1
2
χ¯mnχmnφ+ φ¯Ψmψ¯m − φηη¯
)
−
∑
α
1
4Tr (tαtα)
(
φ tαφ¯
)(
φ tαφ¯
) )
(20)
The N = 1 supersymmetric action for a Yang–Mills field and a scalar complex field
can therefore be directly and uniquely constructed in a twisted form, as an sδ-exact term.
2.3 Embedding of the N = 1 theory in the N = 2 theory
Consider the complexified twisted N = 2 theory on a Ka¨hler manifold. The moduli space
of instantons has a Ka¨hler structure. The exterior differential on M can be decomposed
into Dolbeault operators and a similar property exists for the BRST operator. [3] shows
that the equivariant scalar BRST charge of the N = 1 theory can be identified as a
component of the scalar BRST charge of the N = 2 theory. Here, we show that, starting
from the N = 2 horizontality equation, the projection of a general constant vector field
κ into antiholomorphic components gives the N = 1 vector symmetry for the Yang–Mills
field and the matter field.
For a constant vector κ, with both holomorphic and antiholomorphic components,
the expansion in ghost number of Eq.(3) determines the equivariant vector symmetry
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operator δc¯ for the N = 2 supersymmetry, that is [1]:
δc¯Aµ=−κµη + κνχνµ
δc¯Ψµ= κ
ν
(
Fνµ − Tνµ
)
+ κµ[Φ, Φ¯]
δc¯Φ=−κµΨµ δc¯Φ¯ = 0
δc¯η= κ
µDµΦ¯
δc¯χµν =−4κ[µDν]−Φ¯
δc¯Tµν =4κ[µ
(
Dν]−η +
1
2
Dσχσ|ν]− − [Φ¯,Ψν]−]
)
+ 2κσD[µχσ|ν]− (21)
Notice that, in holomorphic coordinates, the antiselfduality condition is χmn¯ =
1
2
Jmn¯J
nm¯χnm¯.
Therefore, the Ka¨hler metric allows one to define scalar fields χ and t, with:
χmn¯ = gmn¯χ χm¯n = −gm¯nχ Tmn¯ = gmn¯t Tm¯n = −gm¯nt (22)
If one chooses a constant antiholomorphic vector κm¯, Eq.(21) is projected into:
δc¯Am=−κm
(
η + χ
)
δc¯Am¯ = κ
n¯χm¯n¯
δc¯Ψm= κ
n¯Fn¯m + κm
(
t+ [Φ, Φ¯]
)
δc¯Ψm¯ = κ
n¯
(
Fn¯m¯ − Tn¯m¯
)
δc¯Φ=−κm¯Ψm¯ δc¯Φ¯ = 0
δc¯η= κ
m¯Dm¯φ¯
δc¯χmn=−4κ[mDn]Φ¯ δc¯χ = −κm¯Dm¯Φ¯ δc¯χm¯n¯ = 0
δc¯Tmn= κ
m¯Dm¯χmn + 4κ[m
(
Dn]η − [Φ¯,Ψn]]
)
δc¯t= κ
m¯Dm¯
(
η + χ
)− [Φ¯, κm¯Ψm¯] δc¯Tm¯n¯ = 2κp¯D[m¯χp¯|n¯] (23)
By comparison with Eq. (9), one sees that, up to field redefinitions, the antiholomorphic
component of the vector BRST symmetry of the twisted N = 2 theory is nothing but the
vector symmetry of the N = 1 twisted theory, as directly constructed in the last section.
As for the holomorphic component of the scalar BRST operator s of N = 2, it can
be obtained by looking for an operator that act in a nilpotent way on the multiplet and
verifies {sc, δc¯} = Lκ + δgauge(iκA). This defines the same operator s as in Eq. (9).
Looking for a Lagrangian I = scΨ, which is invariant under antiholomorphic sc and
δc¯ transformations, one finds both independent δc¯-exact topological gauge functions ΨYM
and ΨMatter of the previous section. Relaxing the antiholomorphicity condition of κ, only
a special combination of both gauge functions is δc¯ invariant, which turns out to be that
of the N = 2 theory.
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2.4 Matching with the untwisted theory
To twist the anticommuting fields (Ψm,η, χm¯n¯) of a topological multiplet into a Dirac
spinor, a pair of covariantly constant antichiral spinors ζ±, with iJ
mn¯σmn¯ζ± = ±ζ± is
needed. This implies that the manifold must be hyperKa¨hler. We can normalize ζ± with(
ζ− α˙ζ
α˙
+
)
= 1 . Then, the Euclidean twist formula are [2, 3, 6]:
λα = Ψmσ
m
αα˙ζ
α˙
− λ
α˙ = ηζ α˙+ + χm¯n¯σm¯n¯α˙β˙ζ
β˙
+ (24)
Performing these changes of variables in the topological actions found in the previous
section, one finds the Euclidean “Majorana action” for Dirac spinors (λα, λ
α˙) described
by Nicolai [8], that is, the analytic continuation of the Minkowski N = 1 superYang–
Mills theory in Euclidean space. (The untwisted action is independent on ζ±, as a result
of the change of variables). Both twisted and untwisted actions do not depend on the
complex conjugates of the complex fields, i.e, λ in the untwisted theory and η, χ, Ψ in
the twisted theory. In both cases, the path integral is formally understood as counting
four real degrees of freedom. The Euclidean prescription must be considered as justified
by the analytic continuation of the Minkowski case, where real representations do exist
(Majorana condition) [8].
It follows that both supersymmetric N = 1 Yang–Mills and Wess and Zumino actions
are truly determined by a subsector of supersymmetry algebra with three independent
generators, corresponding to both scalar and antiholomorphic vector symmetries, sc and
δc¯. The closure of sc = Q and δc¯ = κ
m¯Qm¯, and thus of the 3 generators Q and Qm¯
under the form Q2 = 0, Qm¯Qn¯ + Qn¯Qm¯ = 0 and Qm¯Q + QQm¯ = Dm¯, stems from the
property (s + d + δ − iκ)2 = 0. The above change of variables actually maps the four
supersymmetry generators Qα and Qα˙ on the four twisted generators (Q,Qm¯, Qmn). The
symmetry of the action under the action of the fourth twisted generator Qmn appears as
an additional symmetry, which is not needed, geometrically. Moreover, it is not needed
for enforcing supersymmetry, for instance in technical proofs, such as those concerning
renormalization.
2.5 Formal reality condition for the action
The Euclidean action that is the analytic continuation of the Minkowski N = 1 superYang–
Mills action is not Hermitian in the usual sense. However, as suggested in [8], a “formal
complex conjugation” can be defined, for which the action is Hermitian.
Such a “formal complex conjugation” can be extended to the twisted case. It is the
composition of a Wick rotation, an ordinary complex conjugation, and an inverse Wick
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rotation. The complex conjugation takes into account the fact that, in Minkowski space
one has the Majorana condition for the spinors. This “formal complex conjugation”,
which we define as ∗, breaks the Lorentz invariance, since we must define which direction
defines the imaginary time one. However, the operation ∗ can be covariantly defined,
by defining the temporal direction of the Minkowski space to be the covariantly con-
stant vector field κ of the Euclidean manifold. The action of ∗ is the ordinary complex
conjugation on c-numbers and the following transformations on the fields of the theory3:
∗∂A∗ = ∂¯A − g(κ¯)Lκ−κ¯ ∗∂¯A∗ = ∂A + g(κ)Lκ−κ¯(∗Ψ)
m¯
= κ¯m¯η + κn¯χn¯m¯ ∗η = κ¯mΨm
(∗χ)
mn
= 2κ[mΨn]
∗h = −h− κ¯mκn¯Fmn¯(∗ψ¯)
m
= κmη¯ + κ¯
nχ¯nm ∗η¯ = κm¯ψ¯m¯
(∗χ¯)
m¯n¯
= 2κ¯[m¯ψ¯n¯]
∗φ = −φ¯ ∗φ¯ = −φ(∗T )
m¯n¯
= Bm¯n¯
(∗B)
mn
= Tmn (25)
This ∗ operation interchanges sc and δc¯:
∗ sc∗ = δc¯ ∗ δc¯∗ = sc (26)
The “reality” condition of the action means that, after integration of auxiliary fields, one
has:
∗ IYM = IYM ∗ IMatter = IMatter (27)
modulo the addition of the topological term
∫
M
Tr F ∧F . In fact, this topological term
is not invariant under the ∗ operation, only the Yang–Mills action ∫
M
Tr F ⋆ F is.
2.6 Introduction of theWZ superpotential and Fayet–Iliopoulos
term in the twisted formalism
The introduction of a s and δ invariant superpotential for a Calabi–Yau manifold involves
terms that have zero ghost number only modulo 2. This parallels the breaking of chirality
induced by a superpotential in the untwisted theory.
Consider a scalar field ϕ valued in a certain representation of the gauge group. Let
f(ϕ) be a superpotential, which is an analytical function of ϕ. Looking for an action ISP,
3To simplify the notations, we normalize |κ| to 1, and define Lξ ≡ {iξ, dA}.
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which is s, δ and ∗ invariant and has ghost number zero modulo 2, gives:
ISP =
∫
M
d4x
√
g
(
Ω
mn
(
TAmnfA(φ¯)− χ¯Amnη¯BfAB(φ¯)
)
+ Ωm¯n¯
(
BAm¯n¯fA(−φ) + ψ¯Am¯ψ¯Bn¯ fAB(−φ)
))
(28)
Ω and Ω are respectively the holomorphic and the antiholomorphic 2-form in the Calabi–
Yau 2-fold, and fA and fAB stand for the first and second derivatives of the superpoten-
tial4.
This term is neither s- nor δ-exact. However, it can be written as follows:
ISP = (s+ δ)
∫
M
d4x
√
g
(
Ω
mn
χ¯AmnfA(φ¯) + 2Ω
m¯n¯κ¯m¯ψ¯
A
n¯ fA(−φ)
)
(29)
After expansion, one recovers, up to twist, the Wess and Zumino formula for a super-
potential. The superpotential is at most a cubic function, to ensure renormalizability.
In order to make the distinction between the topological action, which has ghost
number zero, and the superpotential, which has non vanishing even ghost number, we
may interpret the later as the insertion of an operator in the path integral.
The s and δ symmetry actually does not constrain the potential of φ (which we will
name holomorphic) to be equal to that of φ¯ (antiholomorphic): we could have chosen
independent functions f and f¯ . However, the “formal reality condition” ∗ISP = ISP,
constrains the holomorphic and the antiholomorphic superpotential to be related. This
condition determines a real action when one goes to Minkowski space.
Finally, if the group has a U(1) sector, one can add the Fayet–Iliopoulos term, under
the simplest invariant form:
IFI =
∫
M
d4x
√
gs δ
(
κ¯mAU(1)m
)
=
∫
M
d4x
√
ghU(1) (30)
The integration of the auxiliary field h gives then a mass term for the Abelian component
of the scalar fields, plus a topological term∫
M
J∧ F
U(1) (31)
This parallels the property that the full superYang–Mills action is BRST exact, modulo
a topological term. J∧ F
U(1) is not invariant under the formal complex conjugation ∗.
4The index A denotes the group representation of the matter.
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Thus, the formal reality condition of the twisted action implies that this topological term
must be subtracted from the action.
So, we conclude that most of the features of the supersymmetric theory in four di-
mensions are captured in the TQFT formalism, from the principle of s and δ invariance.
3 Yang–Mills N = 1 on Calabi–Yau 3-fold
By analogy with the four dimensional case, we might tentatively define the horizontality
condition in six dimensions, (with 8 spinorial generators in the untwisted formalism), as:
(d+ s + δ − iκ)
(
A+ c+ |κ|c¯)+ (A + c+ |κ|c¯)2 = F +Ψ(1,0) + g(κ)η(0,0) + iκχ(0,2) (32)
However, something more elaborated must be done, because the counting of degrees of
freedom would not be quite right. In four dimensions there is as much degrees of freedom
in the connexion, modulo gauge transformations, as in a selfdual curvature, whereas in
the six dimensional case the counting is more subtle and involves a scalar field [6] .
In order to solve the question, we must refine the Ka¨hler decomposition of extended
differentials, which include the BRST scalar and vector operators s and δ. We define:
d˜ = ∂˜ + ˜¯∂ (33)
These extended “heterotic” Dolbeault operators are defined as:
∂˜ ≡ ∂ ˜¯∂ ≡ ∂¯ + s+ δ − iκ (34)
The twisted N = 1 algebra takes into account this asymmetry between holomorphic and
antiholomorphic sectors, in a way that generalizes the four dimensional case. In fact, for
a Ka¨hler manifold, the Bianchi identity of the curvature F can be decomposed as follows:
∂AF(2,0) = 0 ∂AF(1,1) + ∂¯AF(2,0) = 0 ∂¯AF(1,1) + ∂AF(0,2) = 0 ∂¯AF(0,2) = 0 (35)
Eq. (32) decomposes into two horizontality conditions:
(∂¯ + s+ δ − iκ)
(
A(0,1) + c+ |κ|c¯
)
+
(
A(0,1) + c+ |κ|c¯
)2
=F(0,2) + iκχ{
∂¯A + sc + δc¯ − iκ, ∂A
}
=F(1,1) +Ψ+ g(κ)η (36)
with their Bianchi identities
(∂¯A + sc + δc¯ − iκ)
(
F(0,2) + iκχ
)
=0
(∂¯A + sc + δc¯ − iκ)
(
F(1,1) +Ψ+ g(κ)η
)
+ ∂A
(
F(0,2) + iκχ
)
=0 (37)
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These equations only determine part of the BRST algebra. Indeed, they miss a de-
pendence on the holomorphic curvature F(2,0). One must therefore introduce a third
horizontality condition, which completes Eq. (32), and enforces the definition of F(2,0) as
a curvature. In order to have the necessary balance between the ghosts and antighosts
degrees of freedom, we understand that one further degree of freedom with ghost number
one must be introduced. It can be represented as a holomorphic 3-form ς. The third
horizontality condition and Bianchi identity are:
(∂¯A + sc + δc¯ − iκ) ς(3,0) = ∂¯Aς(3,0) + Φ(3,0) + g(κ)F(2,0) (38)
(∂¯A + sc + δc¯ − iκ)
(
∂¯Aς + Φ + g(κ)F(2,0)
)
= [F(0,2) + iκχ, ς ] (39)
Expending the equations in form degree and ghost number determines the action of sc
and δc¯:
scAm=Ψm δc¯Am=κmη
scAm¯=0 δc¯Am¯=κ
n¯χn¯m¯
scΨm=0 δc¯Ψm=κ
n¯Fn¯m − κmh
scη=h δc¯η=0
scχm¯n¯=Fm¯n¯ δc¯χm¯n¯=κ
p¯Φ¯p¯m¯n¯
sch=0 δc¯h=κ
m¯Dm¯η
scΦ¯p¯m¯n¯=3D[p¯χm¯n¯] δc¯Φ¯p¯m¯n¯=0
scςpmn=Φpmn δc¯ςpmn=3κ[pFmn]
scΦpmn=0 δc¯Φpmn=κ
q¯Dq¯ςpmn − 6κ[pDmΨn]
The δ invariance determines the following topological gauge function:
Ψ =
∫
M
d6x
√
gTr
(
1
2
χmnFmn + η
(
h + iJmn¯Fmn¯
)− 1
6
Φ¯mnpςmnp
)
(40)
Integrating out h, Φ, Φ¯ gives the following s and δ invariant action:
I = sΨ =
∫
M
d6x
√
gTr
(
1
2
FmnFmn+
1
4
(
Jmn¯Fmn¯
)2−χmnDmΨn+ηDm¯Ψm¯+1
2
ς p¯m¯n¯Dp¯χm¯n¯
)
(41)
This action is the twisted, N = 1, D = 6 supersymmetric action, up to a topological
term
∫
M
iJ∧Tr F∧F , as in [6]. As in the four dimensional case, this action is sδ-exact,
I = s δ 1
(κ·κ¯)
∫
M
d4x
√
gTr
(
ηκ¯mΨm+
1
2
ςpmnκ¯
pχmn+ κ¯[mgn]m¯
(
3A[m¯∂mAn] + 2A[m¯AmAn]
))
(42)
The last term is just ig(κ¯)∧J∧Tr
(
AdA+ 2
3
A3
)
.
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4 Conclusion
Putting together the results of this paper and of [1], we reach an interesting conclusion for
the super Yang–Mills symmetries with 4, 8 and 16 generators, which can be represented
as N = 1 theories in 4 and 6 dimensions and N = 2 theories in 4 and 8 dimensions.
On the one hand, one can directly see that the known spinorial generators of the
superPoincare´ “on-shell algebra” can be mapped on tensor operators with either Lorentz
indices or holomorphic indices, as follows:
N = 2D = 4, 8 (Q, Qµ, Qµν−)
N = 1 D = 4 (Q, Qm¯, Qmn)
N = 1 D = 6 (Q,Qm¯, Qmn, Qm¯n¯p¯)
In some cases, auxiliary fields exist, giving “off-shell” closed transformations.
On the other hand, we found a reverse construction, that clarifies the structure of
supersymmetry. In all cases, the set of both scalar and vector generators (Q,Qµ) or
(Q,Qm¯) are determined by horizontality conditions, which only involve fields related to
the geometry of the Yang–Mills fields. The theory is in fact defined by these equivariant
scalar and vector BRST differential operators. This reduced set of generators builds a
closed “off-shell” algebra, which is large enough to determine the supersymmetric actions.
It allows one to reconstruct by an untwisting procedure the complete structure of Poincare´
supersymmetry. Moreover, the dependence on Faddeev–Popov ghosts can be computed,
in a way that clearly allows a consistent and convenient covariant Yang–Mills gauge-
fixing of the supersymmetric actions. Tensor generators, such as Qµν− , Qmn, Qm¯n¯p¯,
are decoupled sets of generators. They appear as additional symmetries of the actions
that are defined by invariance under scalar and vector topological symmetries, but are
not needed, neither for geometrical reasons, nor for the sake of defining the theories.
However, by completion, they allow the construction of the irreducible set of on-shell
supersymmetry spinorial generators in flat space.
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